
The 7 Vows of Fly Boy  
You Study Your Worst Self in order to Uncover Your Best Which Resides in Your Better          

The Good News Merchants “Creed of Doership!”   
1: I choose to be different because I am an individual. I am proud of that. I am good.  
 
I don’t play like others in the “crowd” do. I don’t go where the “crowd” goes. I am different. I will be 
understood by the 2% of America and misunderstood, at times, by the remaining 98%. That’s okay be-
cause I am part of the fellowship of the 2%. The people who create the positive force that shapes this 
great  country. This I will teach with my children. No more maybes. No more games.   
 
2: Finally, (now) the foundation has been poured. I have made my decision and I am now dedicated to 
everyone, not just to my family. I am a vessel now. I now realize that. Because as a fisher of men, I am 
at their service. Their model. Their friend. (women already do this naturally)   
 
  
3: I am a born winner.  I am who I say I am and I will not ever let up.  
     I am now out of my old comfort zone ON PURPOSE.    
    I will not back away, slow down or ever complain about my mission and decision. I live my life  
     between Amen and achievement for which I am proud. I love me so much! It’s my turn now! 
     
4: I love this because I now “see” that with every step that I take from now on, I will be creating the  
     path for all of those who will follow behind me. I call this servanthood. The core of Networking.    
 
            5: I am done with small thinking, lack of planning and my past lack of discipline. I  
                have been renewed. No more gossiping. No more cheap excuses. No more  
                 shame. NO MORE working from home without pay. “You can not save the  
                whales if you can’t afford to fish,” In other words, I know, deep down, that  
                 without serious income and profit, both physically and spiritually, I will not be  
                 able to feed my real vision, which is to inspire 100,000 other people.  
 
6: I no longer need validation or applause from anyone because I am self directed and a part of the  
     2%ers club. We swim together and as  
     one. I don’t have to be first. I don’t have to be heard by all and I don’t care whether everyone  
     likes me or not. Because I now walk in faith. Which is Gods way of getting me to where  
     I am supposed to be. I am PIONEER DOER and my loverage lives through me in my children and 
friends.   
 
7: I will no longer seek to be in the popularity pool and I know that my attitude and thoughts  
     are contagious. I am a winner, a visionary and a leader. Only good comes from my lips and my  
     words heal the pain in the hearts of other people. I speak my world into existence and I am a  
     leader. I know this is true. I am a Genius gathering my own I  AM and a proud member of the  
     MASTER-MIND Team at Star-Link. Other alumni will never have  a problem recognizing me as one  
     of their own. I wear who I am in what I do and how I treat other people.  My world is bountiful. I  
     am a fisher of hearts. I will imprint these ideals into everyone’s eyes that connect with mine.     
 
About Fly-Boy 
I was so dumb that I actually believed ever word NAPOLEON HILL said. I wrote these self vows back in 
1996. They were mine. Soon later, the world became my oyster and I became a servant to thousands. Read this for 
21 days and notice magic appear. People will come to you. Hearts will abound and you will learn that the divine 
assignment for is all is to be a walking reward for 10,000 people. It’s living a life that gives evidence to all love.         
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A warrior is a hunter. He calculates everything. That's control. But once his calculations are over, 
he acts. He lets go. He doesn’t do worry and he certainly doesn’t sit in a tree all day, as beginner 
hunters do, and watch his bait. For to be free is to be inaccessible. Where no one can enslave you.   
 
For instance, I use 1-800 lines, recorded of course, which sell, search, speak and hunt for me. I do 
this because after a decade of hand-to-mouth meat and seafood door-to-door, I vowed to myself 
I’d never “work” another day of my life. From that second forward, I decided to work for a loving 
and to gather other teachers, people who are addicted to freedom as I am, to gather other seers 
with me and to help un-shackle the smart who secretly sleep amongst the employed.  
 
I also use websites and auto-responders (instant e-mail alerts) which can “speak” again for me 
while I am off futzing about the forest, or streets, whatever settles my fancy that day.  
 
One day I am off on my Ford F-150 tricked out Hunters mobile, seeing old friends on my 
“freedom” route, other days I am coaching and training new hunters, while some days I do little 
more than count my blessings. And I study parables and listen to CDs on the book of proverbs.   
 

God Can’t Grant Favor and Increase . .    
To People Who Ignore Themselves and Invite Poverty        

A warrior is not a blown leaf at the mercy of the wind. No one can push him; no one can make him 
do things against himself or against his better judgment. A warrior is tuned to survive and he  
survives better than most. He is a LAW UNTO SELF and is never moved or injured by the words 
of others.  
 
Simply because what a Hunter vows into himself 1,000 times means more and has more value than 
what 100 negative people could say to him. Just as I taught you in my book, “Speaking into 
Storms.” That book is step-by-step on what “self- talk” I use as I trap and hunt. Get that book.        
 
A warrior is rarely offended by others because a true hunter would never hand over his gun 
(consciousness) to other person. Therefore rule # 4 remains as it will forever, “what you do to 
other people God does to you.” Always return good for evil and be above the weaker man’s mind 
and of those who hate for living and spend their days in shame and who make a paycheck living a 
lie. Few people live a life of truth. The truth is that you were born free. The truth is that you were 
born with a problem to solve which is turn would heal many thousands of people. The truth is that 
you are allowed to earn as many times and in as many ways as you can imagine. The truth is, you 
are much more—–and much smarter—–than you have allowed yourself to demonstrate.           

Please Read This Page Once More BEFORE You Go To The Next page        
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A warrior is a Soldier of prosperity and fights for people who don’t even know you are getting un-
der them and pushing them ahead. You shall always be last. Do so as you allow the newer hunters 
to feel important and allow them to remain ahead, in front. As a leader and natural hunter of good 
news, you will always be at ease and you will always be in constant celebration.  
 
Let the crowd work a job and live a life that only tolerates them. Not you. We only eat and hunt 
where we are celebrated. All greats, such as Oprah, Arnold and John Lennon located where they 
would be most remembered and most celebrated, just as you are right now. Teach this to people.  
 

You Will Only Earn Income To The Degree That 
You Circulate and Share Positive Energy       

 
Power is a very weird nut to crack. People crave it. Everyone wants more, but so few  actually 
have it to spare. You will now have more power as I will show you how to assemble more of it.  
 
In order to have it and command it one must have power to begin with. I teach obsessively about  
this and you would be well served to read my “Alpha Code” ($1,341) study papers (125 pg) which 
are tightly reserved for students of the “code” who order our MEGA-MIND work-shop. Which is 
two of my manuals and six study audio CDs. My entire teaching library consists of:     
                                 
A warrior never turns his back to power without blessing the favor received.  
 
When in places of power, you have to act as if nothing is out of the ordinary, because if you do, 
the hunters who have more power and experience than you, will secretly abhor your inability to be 
“as one” with them.  
 
Always maintain confidence, always salute the hunter ahead of you, always trap and lay meat 
wherever you go, and never be caught with a posture of uncertainty.  
 
Just pretend that the assembled multitude is there to honor and bless you. Meanwhile, you bless 
them back. Always.  
 
Power is in the hands of other people. Just as you make your own character, it is other people who 
make your reputation. Therefore never assume that “you” are power. In truth, you can not be true 
power until you have the influence of other people behind you.          

What You Say You Can’t Afford is Costing You a Lost Fortune   
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Power is reserved for the few who stare down tradition, who eat authenticity for lunch, who dare 
common opinion and rely on their own, and who have the spine to “be” the consciousness of all 
that is right, just and powerful. Authority and dominion are your natural God given birth right.     
 
Power is in the pockets of other people and until you can acquire the votes of other Hunters the 
power remains in their pockets and leaves your pipe empty.            
 

“You Can’t Save The Whales if 
You Can’t Afford to Fish”  

                                                       
To gather more power you begin first by building up other people. You become an evangelist and 
a bonafide Good News merchant, as in, “if you build people up, the people will build you. A man 
who has not arrested the influence, and minds, of at least three other minds, has but a dream.  
 
But he who can align others to his own mind, now has the power, granted to him by others. 
 
Money is simply an asset or measure of just how worthy you are as a hunter. People who can’t 
hunt and who are pretend warriors, sit at the mercy of larger men and ask, “please feed me.” 
Money is only a symbol and to the extent that you can become detached from the ego of others 
and to the preciseness of how well you can be incognito and “invisible,” to he more will be added. 
 
I never allowed others to access my time so I learned to create my own work in order to prevent 
the alternative, which would mean employment. Even on the meat-truck, I was as free as a jay 
bird. I’d come and go as I pleased and even as street magician, from age 19 to 26, all I ever did 
was stand there and “be.” Just as you will be now. Solid as a rock, as if someone poured two tons 
of sand into you. Solid. Unwavering. Committed. Sold out on yourself. Just as any good leader is.  
 

Money and More Money and More Money!  
What good is it if I show you where the fish are biting but you are impatient and never properly 
learn how to re- load your gun, bait various size hooks or even take a breath to learn how to think 
like an  expert trapper, what good is that?  
 
You must agree to learn “how” to think like a hunter or else if you stalked the forest properly and 
gathered many skins, without knowing what a hunter knows, even if you made “kill” after kill, you 
still wouldn’t have the mind to support other hunters who will want to hunt with you.                

Prosperity Hides From Mouths and Tongues Which Speak Poverty    



 

The Movement: Make People / Build America Back / “Be,” Do Love.         

Founder / Joe Schroeder in His Flower Garden     
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RECITE DAILY  

Read This Page Aloud for 120 Days  
and Until 10 Feet Tall and Bullet Proof   

M-3 is For People With Big Ideas Who Seek To Inspire Change in Mass Consciousness    

It’s a Social Obligation: The Opportunity is Now  
Each Other and No Longer in The Work-Farce 

Revolt Now! Stand Together. Start Your Own Economy.    

Read This Page Aloud for 120 Days or Until You Are 10 Feet Tall and Bullet Proof   

The Script  

I am who says I am. I am love and 
light and I am all He said I am. I 
am ten feet tall and bullet proof. 
I will not be denied. I am 100% 
abundance and Wealth. Money is my 
tool and my mind is my devise. I 
use the energy of other people to 
circulate a positive influence on 
10,000 lives in America, yes I am 
and yes I do and yes I am all mind.    

I am bigger than the grand canyon. I was made with the faculties of God, in 
His image and I am more than the oceans and stars combined. Because I am in 
His image and I am all humility, courage and I stand over money and command 
it and I stand FAR ABOVE any fears. I use words that have NO DOUBT.      

I am important. I read two books at once and I read at least 1-2 pages per 
day per book. I am of same mind as Lincoln, Einstein and He who made me. I 
seek not the popularity pool, nor do I seek reign over man, because I am a 
law unto myself and as such, to be on “top,” I am below and serve mankind.        

On (date) _______ I gave self the permission to “be” and think like a person 
who earns $100,000 per day. I finally decided to “be” love and to be  
a teacher of WISDOM for MILLIONAIRES. No one can pay me for what is my 
birthright. I need not one dime to validate my perfection, ease and guided 
light into mankind, as I demonstrate self control, self strength and silent 
power. I am no longer pulled around by the nose by any man or woman, and I 
am light FROM HIM who made me, into the world. I have BURIED the words, “I 
can’t” and I will teach 100 people minimum to also BURY the words of shame 
and “I can’t” and I will be a blissful soul, of, WISDOM for MILLIONAIRES.            



 Terms and Conditions  

M-3 is Something That You Can’t Never Ever Give Back    

We Teach a Discipline of Self That Can Never Returned     

We Are a Happyness Factory     

From Opportunity To Obligation and From . .  
Trying to Make Money To Making Happiness       
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I am Joe Schroeder and I will live forever in the minds of 
one Million people. I will teach and encourage children 
and teenagers, to RECLAIM themselves into victory. You 
can too. Or, you can re-sell internet “tools” and teach 
marketing like everyone else. If you sell money you will 
fail. Because when what you sell is money, the burden of 
PROOF is then upon you and if the person doesn’t get 
what was promised or “sold,” the end users revolt, quit 
and you have to start over, into a new “hot” get in now 
everyone will earn money —–every six months. I will go 
in the 360 degrees OPPOSITE direction. I will be the guy 
who sells wisdom. I will sell an idea and have since 1998. 
You can too. What we actually deliver is . . .           

** More Self-Image!   

** More Self Confidence!    

** More Mind!   

** Wisdom for Living and More Life!    

I offer you not a “system” to make money, but rather a significant product based in substance. If you 
share what we teach, people will stick with you. You can induce and sell greed. You can take desperate 
people on the internet and bring them to an environment of greed and FAST money. But in the end, that 
doesn’t work and you will be responsible for destruction and harm. I challenge you to rise with me. I chal-
lenge you to empower 10 then 100 and then 10,000 people with The Million Mind March.  
 
My own legend is secured and while one Million may not ever know my name, one Million people will 
BURY the words, “I can’t” and also learn FORWARD speak and be healed into more life VICTORY. 
Please join this movement. I need more good soldiers. Make your voice heard. Make more life. Help 
CHANGE what is now dark in USA to light. Generations of people will be helped and therefore your 
name, and your spirit, will live, like mine, forever. What you inspire into two, becomes ten. (*Gen 1:11)         



“All who would be free, MUST reveal 
their POWER!”  
Caesar was Caesar before he was Caesar only because he 
gave himself the authority to stand HIGHER than average.             

1: The HIGH man and women uses his/her combined energies of MIND and body to 
reign an ASSAULT upon their weaker self. What’s your story?  
 
2: The HIGHEST people, the ones who you employ under and the ones who TAX 
you have risen to their HIGHEST self. They illustrate power. They use others as 
“effects” in their own (cause) lives. They run the chess board.    
 
3: The rules of “survival of fittest” are all true. Run your own math.   
 
4: What you ignore expands. Ignore self and DEBT expands. Ignore wealth and 
Visa and Master-Card sends monthly reminders to REMIND you. If you ignore 
wealth and multiplication, what you ignore will expand.  
 
5: What you fail to correct will eventually correct you.  
 
6: You can’t escape truth. TRUTH will reveal itself as the poverty that you have spo-
ken about SELF two years ago or riches you fought for. The agony of wisdom is the 
truth revealed into man through poverty. You can’t escape truth.  
     A man wears his truth on his back, fuels it with his WORDS and pays estate taxes  
     on what he believes about HIMSELF. No escape.  
 
7: If you do not like what you are attracting stop asking for more of it to show up. 
You are allowed to disengage from what doesn’t serve your divine assignment.  
 
8: You always attract what you are. Nothing else. (Now read # 9) Because . . .  
 
9: You can not “have” or demonstrate what you believe you don’t already possess.   
 
10: To have more, first YOU have to “be” more and you can not possess or have 
what you first were not conscious of BEING aware of first, yourself. Ask Oprah.    
 
11: The first principle of more success and accumulation is the realization and 
awareness that “it” is already within you. You can’t have what you were not first 
AWARE of possessing. It’s impossible to put “old wi ne” into a new sack without the 
old sack falling apart. In fact. . .   
 
12: Watch any new lottery winner who wins a Million dollars. They attempt to put 
NEW money into an old mind and they LOSE their new money. That’s because you 
can not possess or have what you are NOT mentally AWARE of BEING. That is 
law.  
          You can’t beat the system. As it has been said: I AM + BE + Do = Big Hat.                                               
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Project  Break-Free    



 Heretic: Heretics are people who challenge the status quo. But it gets even better because a true Heretic 
is someone who isn’t afraid to be wrong or even afraid to sit in a corner.  
 
Known  Heretics are Steven Jobs, Ben Franklin, Martin and Marcus Garvy, 
Oprah Winfrey and anyone else who decided to live a life that righted a wrong 
or people who became Evangelists who sang the song of personal freedom. 
Usually through at art form that they parlayed into a business. Like Madonna.              

1 
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When You Become Fearless You Instantly  
Become 10 Feet Tall and Bullet Proof. . .     

     It begins with self love. You say this to yourself and you become a witness to the  
     perfection and ease that sits within your nature, “I don’t have to get it right, I just have to  
     get it going.”  
 
What makes great people is they FEARLESSLY walk the planet and could give one flying 
rip what anyone thinks of them and as such, they have NO FEAR about being wrong or 
screwing up. Mickey Mantle, The Babe and John Lennon were screw ups, failed more than 
they won and yet their magic, was their own ability to not be afraid to have to sit in the pro-
verbial corner. When you allow yourself to be wrong, when sitting in the corner for a day be-
cause you screwed up or they call you stupid. . .  when. .   
 
When that becomes okay, your life changes overnight. Lost is the shame of defeat because 
to a total doer, there is no defeat. Only a chaos or “out of order” that you later decode and 
then ultimately win—–because you were a fearless warrior.                              

When You Fearlessly Stop Trying To Be perfect and Stop Being 
Afraid Others Will Call You a “Dunce,” Your Life Changes!    

Screw ups and losers rule the world. Go ask Bill Gates or Thomas Edison. Begin now to 
fearlessly speak more “can do” into yourself. Flip the bird at what doesn’t work and try it all 
over again. Chris Columbus did. Abe Lincoln did. You can too because now you have to.  
 
Do it for the 17 year old kid in you that still believes, in all of you.    
 
Be a Heretic. Be a foul ball. Screw up more. iPod genius Steve “Apple” Jobs totally flubbed 
and was kicked out of Apple. Did he give up? Did he come back? Yes, and you will too.  
 
The $1,341 MEGA-MIND is two manuals and ten audio CD’s by Joe Schroeder.  
 
Ten sales = $7,000 because you earn $700 per sale.      



The Parable of The Rabbit   
 
Imagine a meadow. Up on the hill there was a rabbit, an owl, a duck and a fish. They decided one fine 
afternoon to start a school so they could be smart. Like people are.  
 
With the help of their parents, they decided upon a curriculum that would totally round themselves 
out.  
 
              Running 
              Swimming 
              Tree climbing  
              Jumping  
              and flying  
 
On the first day, the rabbit brushed back his ears and tore up the hill. Sakes alive. Man that kid could 
run! He was the star of the class and the other animals watched and cheered.    
 
Especially the fish! Then the teacher said, “Rabbit, you are a fabulous runner, you were born to run. 
But to be really successful, you will have to learn how to swim as well. Plus tree climbing!”   
 
That made the rabbit scared. That’s because rabbits aren’t born to swim or climb. Nonetheless, the 
next day ole rabbit did some laps in the pond and boy did he look foolish.  
 
He went home that night, complained to his folks who then said, “Son, you may not like swimming, 
but in five to       ten years, when you get into the job market, you’ll be glad you learned to swim.”  
 
Now remember, in the running class, rabbit scored an A+.  
 
However, when they made him go through swimming class and then the tree climbing classes, of 
which he failed terribly at both, the student counselor insisted that he take a psychological test to see if 
rabbit had ADHA disorder and needed medication. Maybe Ritalin would make him swim better.     
 
What a shame. Because at first Rabbit so loved school! He got all dressed up, was anxious to excel 
and then all of a sudden all of the adults were trying to get him to learn stuff he simply wasn’t born to 
do; or even could do if he tried!    
 
Ugh! Take flying lessons for example: The owl scored an A+ and the rabbit, once again, was made to 
look dumb. Plus he busted his little twig like rabbit leg. Why?  
 
Because Rabbits aren’t born to fly! That’s only for birds!  
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Little rabbit moaned to the instructor, “I want to go home. I can’t stand flying class and 
there is no way I’ll ever be a good flyer or tree climber. Plus I hate to get wet when I 
swim!”  
 
The instructor scolded the rabbit and said, “don’t be a quitter.” Then he bullied the Rabbit 
more with, “you’ll never amount to much unless you learn to swim!” Little ole rabbit tried 
to tell his parents he just wanted to be free but his parents barked, “you need the diploma. 
You’ve got to finish!” 
 
Next, when Rabbit went back to school the principle scolded him and said, “I hear you 
are thinking of quitting. No way. What we need to do is erase running from the curricu-
lum. You already know how to run and we need to add double sessions and get you a tutor 
for swimming!”  
 
Well——that about made little Rabbit throw up! As he walked out of the principals office 
he saw the little wise owl sitting there. He must have gotten “what for” as well. Poor little 
owl. He got in trouble too. He couldn’t run well and the teachers said owl was probably a 
“slow” learner.      
 
Then the wise little owl said, “ Brother Rabbit, life doesn’t have to be about doing things 
you hate or even stuff you weren’t born to do. You can be free!”  
 
Now the rabbit was so inspired that he said, “I think I will be free. I will start my own lit-
tle school and we’ll start a business where the squirrels will only be asked to climb, fish 
certainly won’t be asked to fly and little rabbits like me can earn money only doing what 
we do best—–running!”  
 
As the wise ole owl watched and listened to the happy little rabbit skip down the hallway, 
he heard the rabbit mutter to himself, “oh what I great place that will be, and I will be free 
and only asked to be me!”   
 
And The Lesson is This:   
 
The lesson is clear: In life and in business, they usually ask you to fix what is wrong about 
yourself and to work harder doing what you simply weren’t born to do. And we wonder 
why so many of us grown ups grow up to be so depressed!             
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